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Programming in Large
 Consider the task of building an airline reservation 

system. 
The system is expected to keep a database of flight 

information. 
Reservation agents working at remote sites may access 

the database at arbitrary times and in any order. 
They may inquire about flight information, such as time 

and price; make or cancel a reservation on a particular 
flight; update existing information, such as the local 
telephone number for a passenger. 

Certain authorized personnel can access the database 
to do special operations, such as adding or canceling a 
flight, or changing the type of the airplane assigned to a 
flight. 

Others may access the system to obtain statistical data 
about a particular flight or all flights.



A problem of this magnitude imposes severe restrictions on 
the solution strategy and the following key requirements:

  The system has to function correctly. A seemingly 
small error, such as assignment to the wrong pointer, may 
lead to losing a reservation list or interchanging two 
different lists and be extremely costly. To guarantee 
correctness of the system virtually any cost can be 
tolerated. 

  The system is “long-lived.” The cost associated with 
producing such a system is so high that it is not practical to 
replace it with a totally new system. It is expected that the 
cost will be recouped only over a long period of time. 



During its lifetime, the system undergoes 
considerable modification. For our example, because of 
completely unforeseen new government regulations, 
changes might be required in price structure, a new type of 
airplane might be added, and so on. Other changes might be 
considered because experience with the system has 
uncovered new requirements. We might find it desirable to 
have the system find the best route automatically by trying 
different connections. 

 Because of the magnitude of the problem, many people—
tens or hundreds— are involved in the development of the 
system.

 This unit deals with requirements that these issues place on 
the programming language. Thus, this chapter is about 
program organization issues
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Purpose of Design
 Design is where customer requirements, business 

needs, and technical considerations all come 
together in the formulation of a product or system

 The design model provides detail about the software 
data structures, architecture, interfaces, and 
components

 The design model can be assessed for quality and be 
improved before code is generated and tests are 
conducted
 Does the design contain errors, inconsistencies, or missions?
 Are there better design alternatives?
 Can the design be implemented within the constraints, 

schedule, and cost that have been established?

(More on next slide)
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Purpose of Design (continued)
 A designer must practice diversification and convergence

 The designer selects from design components, component solutions, and 

knowledge available through catalogs, textbooks, and experience

 The designer then chooses the elements from this collection that meet the 

requirements defined by requirements engineering and analysis modeling

 Convergence occurs as alternatives are considered and rejected until one 

particular configuration of components is chosen

 Software design is an iterative process through which requirements are 
translated into a design or plan for constructing the software

 Design begins at a high level of abstraction that can be directly traced back 

to the data, functional, and behavioral requirements

 As design iteration occurs, subsequent refinement leads to design 

representations at much lower levels of abstraction
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From Analysis Model to 
Design Model
 Each element of the analysis model provides information that is 

necessary to create the four design models

 The data/class design transforms analysis classes into design classes 

along with the data structures required to implement the software
 The architectural design defines the relationship between major 

structural elements of the software; architectural styles and design 
patterns help achieve the requirements defined for the system

 The interface design describes how the software communicates with 

systems that interoperate with it and with humans that use it

 The component-level design transforms structural elements of the 

software architecture into a procedural description of software 

components

(More on next slide)
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From Analysis Model to 
Design Model (continued)

Data/Class Design

(Class-based model, Behavioral model)

Architectural Design

(Class-based model, Flow-oriented model)

Interface Design

(Scenario-based model, Flow-oriented model
Behavioral model)

Component-level Design

(Class-based model, Flow-oriented model
Behavioral model)
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Task Set for Software 
Design
1) Examine the information domain model and design appropriate 

data structures for data objects and their attributes

2) Using the analysis model, select an architectural style (and 
design patterns) that are appropriate for the software

3) Partition the analysis model into design subsystems and 
allocate these subsystems within the architecture

a) Design the subsystem interfaces

b) Allocate analysis classes or functions to each subsystem

4) Create a set of design classes or components
a) Translate each analysis class description into a design class

b) Check each design class against design criteria; consider 
inheritance issues

c) Define methods associated with each design class

d) Evaluate and select design patterns for a design class or 
subsystem

(More on next slide)
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Task Set for Software 
Design (continued)

5) Design any interface required with external systems or 
devices

6) Design the user interface

7) Conduct component-level design
a) Specify all algorithms at a relatively low level of abstraction

b) Refine the interface of each component

c) Define component-level data structures

d) Review each component and correct all errors uncovered

8) Develop a deployment model
 Show a physical layout of the system, revealing which 

components will be located where in the physical 
computing environment



Design Quality
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Quality's Role
The importance of design is quality

Design is the place where quality is fostered
 Provides representations of software that can be assessed for 

quality
 Accurately translates a customer's requirements into a finished 

software product or system
 Serves as the foundation for all software engineering activities.

Without design, we risk building an unstable system that
 Will fail when small changes are made
 May be difficult to test
 Cannot be assessed for quality later in the software process 

when time is short and most of the budget has been spent

The quality of the design is assessed through a series of formal 
technical reviews or design walkthroughs
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Goals of a Good Design
 The design must implement all of the explicit 

requirements contained in the analysis model
 It must also accommodate all of the implicit requirements 

desired by the customer

 The design must be a readable and understandable guide 
for those who generate code, and for those who test and 
support the software

 The design should provide a complete picture of the 
software, addressing the data, functional, and 
behavioural domains from an implementation perspective

"Writing a clever piece of code that works is one thing; designing something
that can support a long-lasting business is quite another." 
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Design Quality 
Guidelines
1) A design should exhibit an architecture that

a) Has been created using recognizable architectural styles or 
patterns

b) Is composed of components that exhibit good design 
characteristics

c) Can be implemented in an evolutionary fashion, thereby 
facilitating implementation and testing

2) A design should be modular; that is, the software should 
be logically partitioned into elements or subsystems

3) A design should contain distinct representations of data, 
architecture, interfaces, and components

4) A design should lead to data structures that are 
appropriate for the classes to be implemented and are 
drawn from recognizable data patterns

(more on next slide)
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Quality Guidelines (continued)
5) A design should lead to components that exhibit 

independent functional characteristics
6) A design should lead to interfaces that reduce the 

complexity of connections between components and 
with the external environment

7) A design should be derived using a repeatable method 
that is driven by information obtained during software 
requirements analysis

8) A design should be represented using a notation that 
effectively communicates its meaning



Design Concepts
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Design Concepts
 Abstraction

 Procedural abstraction – a sequence of instructions that have a specific 
and limited function

 Data abstraction – a named collection of data that describes a data 
object

 Architecture
 The overall structure of the software and the ways in which the 

structure provides conceptual integrity for a system
 Consists of components, connectors, and the relationship between them

 Patterns
 A design structure that solves a particular design problem within a 

specific context
 It provides a description that enables a designer to determine whether 

the pattern is applicable, whether the pattern can be reused, and 
whether the pattern can serve as a guide for developing similar patterns 

(more on next slide)
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Design Concepts 
(continued)

 Modularity
 Separately named and addressable components (i.e., modules) that 

are integrated to satisfy requirements (divide and conquer principle)
 Makes software intellectually manageable so as to grasp the control 

paths, span of reference, number of variables, and overall complexity
 Information hiding

 The designing of modules so that the algorithms and local data 
contained within them are inaccessible to other modules

 This enforces access constraints to both procedural (i.e., 
implementation) detail and local data structures

 Functional independence
 Modules that have a "single-minded" function and restriction  to 

excessive interaction with other modules
 High cohesion – a module performs only a single task 
 Low coupling – a module has the lowest amount of connection needed 

with other modules 

(more on next slide)
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Design Concepts 
(continued)
 Stepwise refinement

 Development of a program by successively refining levels 
of procedure detail

 Complements abstraction, which enables a designer to 
specify procedure and data and yet suppress low-level 
details  

 Refactoring
 A reorganization technique that simplifies the design (or 

internal code structure) of a component without changing 
its function or external behavior

 Removes redundancy, unused design elements, inefficient 
or unnecessary algorithms, poorly constructed or 
inappropriate data structures, or any other design failures



Data Abstraction
door

implemented as a data structure

manufacturer
model number
type
swing direction
inserts

type
   number
weight
opening mechanism



Procedural Abstraction

open

implemented with a "knowledge" of the  
object that is associated with enter

details of enter 
algorithm



Stepwise Refinement
open

walk to door;
reach for knob;

open door;

walk through;
close door.

repeat until door opens
turn knob clockwise;
if knob doesn't turn, then
    take key out;
    find correct key;
    insert in lock;
endif
pull/push door
move out of way;

end repeat



Modular Design
easier to build, easier to change, easier to fix ...



Modularity: Trade-offs
What is the "right" number of modules 

for a specific software design?

optimal number
   of modules

      cost of
    software

number of modules

module
integration

cost

module development cost 



Sizing Modules: Two Views

MODULE

What's 
inside??

How big 
is it??



Functional Independence

COHESION  -  the degree to which a 
module performs one and only one 
function. 
 
COUPLING  -  the degree to which a 
module is "connected" to other 
modules in the system.



Information Hiding

module

controlled
Interface

"secret"

•  algorithm

•  data structure

•  details of external interface

•  resource allocation policy

clients

a specific design decision



Concepts in Support of 
Modularity

Modularity is a key concept in software 
development process.

A good module represents a useful abstraction; 
it interacts with other modules in well-defined 
and regular ways. 

It may be understood, designed, implemented, 
compiled, and enhanced with access to only the 
specification (not the implementation secrets) of 
other modules.

There are various functionalities that supports 
modularity-Encapsulation,interfaces,separate 
compilation mechanism, Library of modules etc.



Encapsulation
A program unit provides a service that may be 

used by other parts of the program, called the 
clients of the service. The unit is said to 
encapsulate the service.

The purpose of encapsulation is to group 
together the program components that combine 
to provide a service and to make only the 
relevant aspects visible to clients

 Encapsulation provides information hiding for 
implementation of modules.

Described by 2 parts: specification and 
implementation.



Information hiding

Specification describes how the services 
provided by the module can be accessed by 
clients.(interface)

Implementation describes the module’s internal
secrets that provide the specified services.

( coding, logic building etc)



class dict 
{
 public: 
dict(); //to initialize a dictionary 
~dict(); //to remove a dictionary 
void insert (char* c, int i); 
int lookup(char* c); 
remove (char* c); 
private:
 struct node {
 node* next; 
char* name;
 int id}; 
node* root; 
};

Interface of a dictionary module in C++



Concepts in Support of 
Modularity

Interface and implementation:
A module encapsulates a set of entities and 

provides access to some of those entities. The 
available entities are said to be exported by the 
module

The collection of the interfaces of the exported 
entities form the module interface.

 Clients request the services provided by a 
module using the module’s interface.



In C++, where the unit of encapsulation is a 
class, the interface to the class consists of the 
interfaces of all the member functions of the 
class that are available to clients as well as 
any other entities, such as data types and 
variables, that are made public by the unit.



Concepts in Support of 
Modularity

Interface and implementation:

Ada treats the separation of interface and 
implementation quite strictly

Ada, the unit of encapsulation is a package
A package encapsulates a set of entities such as 

procedures, functions, variables, and types.



Concepts in Support of 
Modularity

Interface and implementation:
The Ada package supports encapsulation by 

requiring the interface of a package (called 
package specification) to be declared 
separately from the implementation of the 
package (called package body).



package body 
Dictionary is 
     type node; 
type node_ptr is access 
node;  
      type node is 

record  
   name: String;
   id: Integer; 
   next: node_ptr;

  end record; 
     root: node_ptr;
 

procedure insert (C:String; 
I: Integer) is
  begin 
      --imlementation...
  end insert;
 function lookup(C:String): 
Integer is      
   begin
     --imlementation... 
end lookup; 
procedure remove (C: 
String) is 
    Begin
      --imlementation... 
    end remove;
 begin root := null;
 end Dictionary;



 The package body, as can be seen in the 
figure, defines both the implementation of the 
entities defined in the package interface and 
the implementation of other entities internal 
to the module. 

These entities are completely hidden from 
the clients of the package.

 The package specification and the package 
body may appear in different files and need 
not even be compiled together. 

To write and compile a client module, only 
the service’s package specification is 
necessary. 



Concepts in Support of 
Modularity

In C++, the client can declare several instances 

of the dictionary class. 

In Ada, on the other hand, a module may be 

declared once only and the client obtains access 

to only a single dictionary.



Concepts in Support of 
Modularity

Separate and Independent Compilation
The idea of modularity is to enable the 

construction of large programs out of smaller 
parts that are developed independently.

independent development of modules implies 
that they may be compiled and tested  
individually, i.e. independent compilation

The term separate compilation is used to refer 
to the ability to compile units individually but 
subject to certain ordering constraints



Concepts in Support of 
Modularity

Separate and Independent Compilation
C supports independent compilation 
Ada supports separate compilation 
some units may not be compiled until other 

units have been compiled.



Concepts in Support of 
Modularity

Separate and Independent Compilation



Concepts in Support of 
Modularity

Separate and Independent Compilation

 Separate compilation means that unit B, which imports routine X 

from unit A, must be compiled after A. This allows any call to X 

issued by B to be checked statically against X’s definition in A. 

Independent or separate compilation is a necessity in the 

development of large programs because 

 it allows different programmers to work concurrently on different 

parts of the program.(distributed programming, dividing huge 

problem into tasks)

  It is also impractical to recompile thousands of modules when only a 

few modules have changed.



Libraries of Modules



Some programming Languages like C++, ADA which 
groups the related modules in a single unit called as 
Library of modules.

Various programmers can make use of it to get 
desired functionality.

Ex. Library of all Mathematical operations.
As modules are created by different people. Different 

naming conventions are used to name the modules in 
library. This might create conflict in using these 
modules.

Hence mechanism is needed for clients to 
conveniently distinguish between identically named 
modules.

C++ make use of namespace for defining how to 
name the modules in library.



Language features for programming in the large

All programming languages provide features for decomposing 

programs into smaller and largely autonomous units. 

We refer to such units as physical modules; we will use the 

term logical module to denote a module identified at the 

design stage. 

A logical module represents an abstraction identified at the 

design stage by the designer. A logical module may be 

implemented by one or more physical modules. 

The closer the relationship between the physical modules and 

logical modules is, the better the physical program 

organization reflects the logical design structure.



We will discuss the relevant aspects of each language based 
on the following points:

Module encapsulation: What is the unit of modularity and 
encapsulation supported by the language, and how well 
does it support different programming paradigms?

  Separation of interface from implementation: What is 
the relationship among modules that form a program? 
What entities may be exported and imported by a module?

  Program organization and module groupings: How 
independently can physical modules be implemented and 
compiled? What are the visibility and access control 
mechanisms supported by the language?



We will discuss Pascal, C, C++, Ada, and ML. 

Pascal and C are viewed here as a 

representative of the class of traditional, 

procedural languages. 

C++ is a representative of classbased 

languages. 

Ada is a representative of module-based 

languages, although the 1995 version of the 

language has enhanced its object-orientation 

support. 

ML is reviewed as a representative of 

functional languages. 



Language Features for 
Programming in Large

Physical module:->programming languages 
provide features for  decomposing programs into 
smaller units

Logical modules:-> denote a module identified 
at the  design stage . A logical module may be 
implemented by one or more physical modules

Program Organization:->Relation between 
physical module and logical module

Important Features: 
 Program Organization
 Grouping of Units
 Encapsulation
 Interface and Implementation



 Pascal: Pascal’s features for programming in the large 
The only features provided by Pascal for decomposing a 

program into modules are procedures and functions, which can 
be used to implement procedural abstractions. 

Original version: Procedural programming
Some newer versions – modifications -OOP
A Pascal program has the following structure.
program program_name (files); 
declarations of constants, types, variables, procedures 
and functions;
 begin 

statements (no declarations) 
end.
A program consists of declarations and operations. The 
operations are either the built-in ones provided by the language 
or those declared as functions and procedures. A procedure or 
function itself may contain the declaration of constants, types, 
variables, and other procedures and functions. The organization 
of a Pascal program is thus a tree structure of modules 



Another important question to address is how 
Pascal modules can be developed 
independently, and how long-lived and reusable 
they are. These goals are achieved by applying 
information hiding at the design stage to obtain 
a clean definition of module interfaces. 

The original Pascal Report does not address 
these issues, although different 
implementations have indeed adopted different 
solutions to these points.

 There are modern implementations of Pascal, 
such as Turbo Pascal, however, which provide 
safer separate-compilation facilities based on 
the notion of a module that encapsulates a set 
of constants, procedures and types.



Pascal as OOP:
Unit of modularization: Unit
A Pascal program can consist of modules 

called units. A unit might consist of some 
code blocks, which in turn are made up of 
variables and type declarations, statements, 
procedures, etc. 

There are many built-in units in Pascal and 
Pascal allows programmers to define and 
write their own units to be used later in 
various programs.



unit CalculateArea; 
interface 
function RectangleArea( length, width: real): real; 
function CircleArea(radius: real) : real; 
function TriangleArea( side1, side2, side3: real): 
real; 
implementation 
function RectangleArea( length, width: real): real; 
begin 

RectangleArea := length * width; 
end; 
function CircleArea(--);
begin

--
end;
function TriangleArea(--);
begin;

--
end;
end



    Defining Class in Pascal

type class-identifier = class 
private 

field1 : field-type; 
field2 : field-type; ... 

public 
constructor create();
 procedure proc1; 
function f1(): function-type; 
end; 
var classvar : class-identifier; 



C
The C unit of physical modularity AND Encapsulation  is a 

file. 
A logical module is implemented in C by two physical 

modules (files) which we may roughly call the module’s 
interface and its implementation. 

The interface, called a “header” or an “include” file, 
declares all symbols exported by the module and thus 
available to the clients of the module.

 The implementation file of the module contains the private 
part of the module and implements the exported services.

A client module needing to use the functionality of another 
module “includes” the header file of the provider module.

The header files are used to resolve inter-module 
references at compile-time. 

At link-time, all implementation files are searched to 
resolve inter-module (i.e. inter-file) references.

 The header file is usually named with a .h extension and 
the implementation file is named with a .c extension.



Program shows the header and implementation 
files for a module providing a stack data structure.

 language provides no encapsulation facilities.
 For example, the main program  has complete 

access to the internal structure of the stacks s1 
and s2. 

In fact, this property is used by the main program 
to initialize the stacks s1 and s2 to set their stack 
pointers (top) to 0. 

 There is no control over what is exported: by 
default, all entities in a file are exported. 

Files may be compiled separately and inter-file 
references are resolved at link time with no type-
checking. 

A file may be compiled as long as all the files it 
includes are available.





Language Features for 
Programming in Large C 
Program Organization: 

 functions are not allowed to 

be nested in C, the nesting 

problems of Pascal do not 

occur.

 A module wanting to use an 

entity that is defined 

externally must declare such 

entities as being externally 

defined.



Language Features for 
Programming in Large C 
Program Organization: 

A module wanting to limit the 

scope of one of its defined 

entities to be local to itself 

only may declare such an 

entity to be static.

extern int 

maximum_length;

   static int local_size;



Language Features for Programming in Large C++.



Encapsulation in C++:
 The unit of logical modularity in C++ is the 

class. A class serves several purposes 
including:

A class defines a new (user-defined) data 
type.

 A class defines an encapsulated unit. 
Entities defined by a class are either public—

exported to clients—or private—hidden from 
clients. 

Since a class defines a user-defined type, to 
use the services offered by a class, the client 
must create an instance of the class, called an 
object, and use that object

Classes may be nested. 



1. A class’s interface and implementation may be 

separated and even compiled separately from each 

other. 

2. The implementation must include the interface 

definition and therefore must be compiled after the 

interface file exists.



1. Client modules may be compiled with access to 

only the interface modules of the service 

providers and not their implementation modules.

2. Any names defined in a class are local to the class 

unless explicitly declared to be public. 

3. Client modules must use the class name to gain 

access to the names internal to the class.



Language Features for Programming in Large C++

calcufunction.h
class Addno
{ 
private:
           int a,b;
         public : 
                   void calcu(int, int);
                   
};

calcufunction.c

void Addno::calcu(int a, int b)
 {
       int c;
       c=a+b;   
      cout<<"Addition ="<<c;  
  }

#include “calcufunction.h”

void main()
{
      Addno  x;        
     x.calcu(40,50);
}

The  interface and 
implementation can be in 
separate class



Grouping of units
C++ has several mechanisms for relating 

classes to each other.

1. Nested Classes
2. Friend Function
3. Namespaces



/* C++ program to demonstrate the working of friend 
function.*/ 
#include <iostream> 
using namespace std;
 class Distance 
{ 
private: int meter;
 public:
 Distance(): meter(0)
 { } //friend function
 friend int addFive(Distance);
 };
 // friend function definition
 int addFive(Distance d) 
{ 
//accessing private data from non-member function
 d.meter += 5; 
return d.meter; } 
int main()
 { Distance D;
 cout<<"Distance: "<< addFive(D); return 0; } 



class B; //defined later
 void add(A,B); 
class A
{
 private: int a;
 public: A(){ a = 100;
 } 
friend void add(A,B);
 };
 class B
{
 private: int b;
 public: B()
{
 b = 100;
 }
 friend void add(A,B); 
}; 
void add (A Aobj, B Bobj)
{
 cout << (Aobj.a + Bobj.b);
 }
 main()
{
 A A1;       B B1;       add(A1,B1);       return 0;       } 



Grouping of units

compl
ex c = 
x + y;

c.add(
x)



Name Space

#include <iostream>
 using std::cout; 
int main () 
{ 
cout << "std::endl is 
used with std!" << 
std::endl; 
return 0;
 } 

- Including Methods or classes
- Separation between names of variables, 

methods classes of same name in the program

// A program to demonstrate need 
of namespace
int main()
{
    int value;
    value = 0;
    double value; // Error here
    value = 0.0;
}

Consider following C++ program.



#include <iostream>
using namespace std;
 
// Variable created inside namespace
namespace first
{
    int val = 500;
}
 
// Global variable
int val = 100;
 
int main()
{
    // Local variable
    int val = 200;
 
    // These variables can be accessed from
    // outside the namespace using the scope
    // operator ::
    cout << first::val << '\n'; 
  cout << ::val<<;
cout << val<<;
    return 0;
}



Grouping of units: Namespace  
#include <iostream>
 using namespace std;
 // first name space 
namespace first_space
 {
 void func()
 {
 cout << "Inside first_space" << endl;
 } }// second name space
 namespace second_space 
{
 void func() 
{ 
cout << "Inside second_space" << endl;
 } }
 int main ()
 { // Calls function from first name space. 
first_space::func(); 
// Calls function from second name space. 
second_space::func(); return 0; } 



Classes and Namespace:

#include <iostream>
using namespace std;
 
namespace ns
{
    // A Class in a namespace
    class green
    {
    public:
        void display()
        {
            cout << "ns::green::display()\n";
        }
    };
}
int main()
{
    // Creating Object of Class
    ns::green obj;
    obj.display();
    return 0;
}



#include <iostream>
using namespace 
std;
 
// Creating a 
namespace
namespace ns
{
    void display();
    class green
    {
    public:
       void display();
    };
}

// Defining methods of 
namespace
void ns::green::display()
{
    cout << 
"ns::green::display()\n";
}
void ns::display()
{
    cout << "ns::display()\
n";
}
 
// Driver code
int main()
{
    ns::green obj;
    ns::display();
    obj.display();
    return 0;
}

define methods also 
outside the 
namespace



Language Features for Programming 
in Large Ada [Program Organization]
An Ada program is a linear collection of 
modules that can be either subprograms  or 
packages called units.

 
Subunit facility  is offered by the 
language ,this facility permits the body of a 
module embedded in the declarative part of a 
unit (or subunit) to be written separately from 
the enclosing unit (or subunit)

 only a stub need appear in the declarative 
part of the enclosing unit



Language Features for Programming 
in Large Ada [Program Organization]

procedure X ( ... ) is                                           --unit 
specification
W: INTEGER;
package Y is                                              --inner unit 
specification
A: INTEGER;
function B (C: INTEGER) return INTEGER;
end Y;
package body Y is separate;                                     --
this is a stub
begin                                         -- uses of package Y 
and variable W
...
...
...
end X; 

-------------------------next 
file------------------------------------------



Language Features for Programming 
in Large Ada [Program Organization]

 separate (X)                                             --subunit’s 
body
package body Y is
      procedure Z (...) is separate;                    --this 
is a stub
function B (C: INTEGER) return INTEGER is
begin                                                             --use 
procedure Z
...
...
end B;
end Y;
-----------------------------next file-------------------------------------
separate (X.Y)
procedure Z (...) is
begin
...
end Z;



Language Features for Programming 
in Large Ada [Program Organization]

  The subunit facility not only can improve the 

readability of programs, but supports a useful 

technique in top-down programming.

 The prefix separate (X) specifies package body Y 

as a subunit of unit X. 

 Similarly, separate (X.Y) specifies procedure Z as 

a subunit of package Y nested within X.



Generic units
Genericity as a mechanism for building 

individual modules
And usable in many contexts by many clients



Generic data 
structures
Define one structure for each data type to be 

supported [Early]
Two reasons: 
One is that the solution only works for only the types 

the library designer knows about and not for any 
types to be defined by the user of the library

Second is that the solution forces the library designer 
towards code duplication

 C++ templates and Ada generics allow us to avoid 
such code duplication and define a template data 
structure that is independent of the type of the 
element to be stored in the structure



Generic data 
structures

generic pair data structure 
in C++:

template <class T1, class T2>
class pair {
public:
T1 first;
T2 second;
pair (T1 x, T2 y) : first(x), 

second(y) { }
};

pair<int, int> intint(2, 
1456);
pair<string, int>  
stringint(“Mehdi”, 46);
pair<employee_t, 
employee_t> (jack, jill);

template parameters T1 
and T2 stand for any 
type



Generic algorithms
template <class 

T>
void swap(T& a, 

T& b)
{
T temp = a;
a = b;
b = temp;
}

int i, j;
char x, y;
pair<int,string> p1, p2;
...
swap(i, j); //swap 
integers
swap(x, y); //swap 
strings
swap(p1, p2); //swap 
pairs



Generic algorithms
implicit parameter requirements in C++ are made 

explicit in Ada generic functions. 
same swap function is defined in Ada as:
generic
type T is private;
procedure swap (x, y: T) is
begin
temp: T = x;
x = y;
y = temp;
end swap;



Generic algorithms
generic
type T is private;
with function “<“ (x, y: T) return 

BOOLEAN is <>;
function max (x, y: T) return BOOLEAN is
begin
if x<y
then return x;
else return y;
end if;
end max;

use the function, we have to first instantiate an instance of it:
function int_max is new max (INTEGER);



Generic modules
Collections of data and algorithms may also be 

packaged together and collectively made to 
depend on some generic type parameter.



Generic modules

A polymorphic dictionary module in ML
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